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(The LPIYA group: common efforts in La Palma during the IYA2009 and Beyond)
Emilio Molinari, Pedro Alvarez, Gloria Andreuzzi, Thomas Augusteijn, Felix Bettonvil, Laura Calero,
Romano Corradi, Amanda Djupvik, Markus Garczarczyk, Gabriel Gomez Velarde, Karl Kolle, Iain Steel,
Luis Martínez Saez, Javier Méndez, Juan Carlos Pérez, Saskia Prins, Dirk Rabach, Rolf Kever, Alfred
Rosenberg, Montserrat Alejandre Siscart.

Boosted by the 2009 International Year of Astronomy the scientific institutions
present at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory on the island of La Palma
(Canary Islands, Spain) put a special effort joining together for a series of public
outreach events, which will be the seed of a decade lasting collaboration.
Despite funds at their lowest level ever, the coming of the GranTeCan, Magic II
and the will (or need!) of rationalization of all Observatories is leading to a new
spring for the island (either EELT yes or EELT no).
The LPIYA Group gathers every institution at the Roque de los Muchachos
Observatory, with the objective of organising and coordinating public outreach
activities related to the celebration of the International Year of Astronomy 2009
and Beyond, mainly on La Palma.
Círculo de Tránsitos Automáticos Dutch Open Telescope Gran
Telescopio Canarias Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias
Isaac Newton Group of Telescopes Liverpool Telescope MAGIC
Telescopes Mercator Telescope Nordic Optical Telescope Swedish
Solar Telescope Telescopio Nazionale Galileo SuperWASP

Around the World in 80
Telescopes.
The Galileoscope.
The Galilean Nights.
Astronomy in the Street.
¡Mira qué Luna!
All the Pupils in La Palma.
A Stellar Raffle.
One University, One
Universe..

point your smartphone to LPIYA
website !

www.lpiya.org

This year 2010 the process of reviewing the International Agreement
on the use of Canary Island for astronomical purposes, between Spain
and the other Countries, will begin. This is a unique opportunity to
envisage the future of the Canary Astronomical Site and Collaboration,
and to turn it in a common environment for a proper usage of Northern
facilities, following the scientific guidelines of European committees,
which draw a possible roadmap.
We are pioneering this coexistence using the public outreach, directed
to the people of La Palma Island (being native or accidental tourists)
because we think that it is not possible to continue living here without
sharing our experience with the other 80000 persons, with whom we
share the land and sky. And also feel that a unique face is essential to let
us know who we are, joined in a common scientific, and cultural,
endeavor.

